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In its eighth decade of independence, India,
with its large digitally enabled middle class, is
looking at an unprecedented economic
growth.Over the past two decades, India’s
GDP has risen from ~US$0.5tn to US$2.9tn,
thereby moving millions of its citizens into the
middle class category. We believe that the
ground work is in place for India to become a
US$10tn economy over the next 10-15 years.
Per capita income rising to ~US$6500
(assuming population of 155cr.) from
~US$2000 (assuming population of 138cr.)
coupled with a 9% GDP growth rate would
help secure India’s needs to create 10-12m
jobs every year. In this note, we set out to
understand what sectors will help India
achieve the US$10tn economy target, and
subsequently benefit from the same.
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1. Low composition and penetration of financial assets

This migration will lead to increased penetration and bode well for the companies in financial services like Insurance, Asset
Management and Other Financial services.

Exhibit 1: Comparison of penetration across various Financial Products in economies that have touched US$10tn mark - huge scope for
Indian companies in this space
India

China

USA

Household Debt as % of GDP1

11%

55%
53%

75%

328%

Insurance premium as % of GDP3

3.8%

4.3%

11.4%

% of population participating in stock market4

3%

13%

55%

Retail mutual fund (AUM of % of GDP)5

16%

19%

145%

Credit card penetration2

4%

Exhibit 2: Breakdown of household savings in India
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2. Rising Discretionary spending
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Companies in sectors like Consumer Discretionary / Durables, FMCG, Leisure and Travel & Hospitality could be the biggest
beneficiaries of this consumption boom aided by changing income profile

Exhibit 3: Millennials and GenZ is expected to constitute 77% of
India’s populations, while demand for affordable housing will
help drive the Construction and Building Materials sectors.

Exhibit 4: The emergence of a sizable mid/high income segment
will power India's discretionary consumption growth

3. Manufacturing the growth

Sectors such as Auto, Pharmaceutical, Speciality Chemicals, Green Energy, Textiles, and Food Processing are expected to reduce
India’s dependence on imports and help become self-sufficient for future needs.
Exhibit 5: Relative positioning of sectors under PLI scheme - some are better positioned than others to take advantage of the scheme

Note:

to

indicates decreasing advantage
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4. New age economy!
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Online service aggregators, subscription models and Ed-tech and Health-tech services for well-being will be the business models of the
future in India.

Small to Big!

Exhibit 7: MCap and MCap-to-GDP of the biggest economies in
the world – India amongst the 3rd lowest

Exhibit 8: Mid / Small Cap generated 1.6x/2.5x better return than Sensex
(large cap) during the 2003-2007 rally
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One needs to identify companies that can be a beneficiary of India’s T10 journey and grow their earnings by 10x over the next 10-15 years
as India heads towards the US$10tn mark. The opportunity (subsequent returns) is too sweet to miss! (Refer to Exhibit: 9, 10)
Exhibit 9: % of companies that shifted from one market
capitalization bucket to another

Exhibit 10: Stock returns of companies that moved up the market cap.
bucket were disproportionately high
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